










HALACHAAND MACHSHAVA 

between people is in Shmuel I 18:1, which describes the relationship between two 
great descendants ofYehuda and Binyamin. The verse there states: 
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And it was when he concluded speaking to Sha' ul, and the soul of Yehonasan 
was bound up with the soul of Dovid, and Yehonasan loved him as his own 
soul. 

Dovid descends from Yehuda; Yehonasan, from Binyamin. This formulation in 
Shmuel I, directly mirroring the language in Parashas Vayigash, further points to the 
fact that Yehuda's statement in Bereishis 44:30 "ve-nafsho keshura ve-nafsho" tacitly 
alludes to his own strong bond with Binyamin which, Rashi emphasizes, resulted 
from Yehuda making himself a guarantor for the well-being of Binyamin. 

This bond did not abate, which also potentially explains the choice of words 
of Chazal that "kol Yisrael areivim zeh ba-zeh;' "all of Israel is a guarantor for one 
another:'4 By assuming a fiduciary relationship toward Binyamin, making himself 
Binyamin's guarantor and rendering his own spiritual wholesomeness the collateral 
for Binyamin's welfare, Yehuda innovated something important and enduring in the 
spiritual structure of Ken es es Yisrael. 

Indeed, the Makom HaMikdash was at the point of the intersection between the 
land of Shevet Yehuda and of Shevet Binyamin. 5 One could add, as a result of this, that 
it is founded upon the indelible relationship - the "kesher chazak," in Rashi's 
language - between Yehuda and Binyamin, which grew from Yehuda's statement 
to "Yisrael aviv" (Bereishis 43:8) that "anochi e'ervenu mi-yadi tevakshenu" 
(Bereishis 43:9). Yehuda's act of fiduciary kinship toward his brother Binyamin 
acted as a complete turnabout from Kayin's rhetorical question at the beginning 
ofSefer Bereishis ("am I my brother's keeper?"), forging Keneses Yisrael and 
unfolding throughout history to eventually define the point of intersection for the "ir 
shechubra lah yachdav" (Tehillim 122:3).

Yehuda's First Involvement with an Eiravon 

Another aspect also emerges from Rashi's comment that the use of the word " areiv" in 
Bereishis 44:32 hearkens back to the Yehuda making himself the areiv (guarantor) - 
and assigning his own spiritual well-being as the eiravon ( collateral) - for Binyamin's 

4 See, e.g., Shavuos 39(a). 

5 Yoma 12a; Rashi, Zevachim 53(b); Rashi, Megilla 26(a); Yehoshua 15:8 & 18:16, 28; Shoftim l:8
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